My SELFIE experience
REFLECT | DISCUSS | PLAN | IMPROVE
Author(s)
Where are we from – country, city, region? Who are we
– teachers, school coordinators, national coordinators?
We are a school in Cosenza, a town situated in Calabria in the south
of Italy. All the staff participate in the project but we are not the
national coordinators.

Organisation
What is my organisation - school (primary, secondary,
VET), regional or national educational authority;
stakeholder organisation? What do we do?
The IIS Lucrezia della Valle is a General Secondary School and it is a
state school, the stakeholders are represented by the families and the
local community. We offer a variety of courses, Linguistic, Musical,
Artistic and Human Science.

Highlights from the results
- I am a school representative: What are the main
findings from my school? How many people
participated?

SELFIE timing
When did we take SELFIE?
Over the school year.

Challenges
What challenges in digital learning in our
institution/region/country did we identify from the SELFIE
results or from the outreach events?
The challenges may be many. Digital learning may become the most
effective way to support students in their process of learning that is
more and more bound to the digital skills that students have been
acquiring since elementary education. Therefore, events that may
illustrate the benefits of the digital learning should be warmly
welcomed at regional and local level.

Actions after SELFIE
What did we do after we took our SELFIE? How are we
using the results to improve the digital readiness of
my/our school/s?
Teachers are becoming more and more aware of what can be reached
using SELFIE. We are trying to spread the results in the school
community.

We have discovered that the methodology used in the
experimentation is effective to analyse all the aspects that
characterize the life of the school in terms of the overall evaluation of
the learning process. All the project staff participated.

- I am a regional/national authority/stakeholder
organisation: What were the main findings from the
SELFIE outreach events we had (webinars, seminars,
workshops etc.)?
The results obtained In the experimentation have been processed and
handed out to the stakeholders.

Next steps
What do we do next?
What I would I like see from SELFIE or the
EU/regional/national authorites in future?
We are planning to implement the possibilities offered by SELFIE
and we would like to extend SELFIE at regional level in order to
create a net of local Calabrian schools involved in the project.

Useful links
(blog, website, social media, e.g.)
https://www.iislucreziadellavalle.edu.it/

